O KANADA, BEHIND THE LINES IN OKA - 1990 MOHAWK CRISIS ON YOUTUBE
MNN. Apr. 30, 2009. At dawn on July 11, 1990, the SQ [Quebec Provincial Police]
opened fire with automatic guns and threw tear gas on Kanion’ke:haka Mohawk men,
women and children of Kanehsatake. One policeman was killed by friendly police
fire. We had been protesting the nearby town of Oka’s plans to expand a golf course
over our burial ground and common ceremonial site called THE PINES. Nearby
Mohawks of Kahnawake quickly responded to fellow Mohawks by blocking the
Mercier Bridge, which connects the south shore with the island of Montreal over the
St. Lawrence River.
The RCMP and then thousands of Canadian Army with heavy armaments were sent
in. The world watched in amazement as a small Indigenous nation faced the
combined fire power of these three forces for 78 days.
It was a fight for Mohawk identity and territory against the oppressive designs of the
colonial occupants of our land. We found ourselves in the middle of a struggle for
identity, respect and resistance to oppression by Canada and Quebec.
Fifty-two men, women, children and 10 journalists held out in the Treatment Center
that we called Concentration Camp TC. We were surrounded by razor wire manned
by heavily armed soldiers, guns and tanks. We were without communication with the
outside world, little food was coming in and the weather was getting cold. The army
was stepping up its psychological warfare tactics. The colonists wanted to end the
Mohawk Crisis that had plagued the summer of 1990. They wanted us to surrender.
No way!
On September 26th 1990, the Ahserakowa gave us a coded message in Mohawk
over the Kanehsatake Radio Station. He warned us to immediately vacate
Concentration Camp TC because “something was coming down that night”.
We broke into clans – bear, wolf and turtle – to make our final plans. Some felt we
should stay until Monday when Parliament would start its fall session. The gravest
political confrontation in modern Canadian history could then be debated.
At 5:00 pm our clans convened. We had all decided to leave in an hour. As two
army helicopters hovered above us, everybody went into a flurry of preparations.
Everything was thrown into a huge bonfire. A final purification ritual was performed
before the sacred fire that had never stopped burning throughout the crisis. We said
our good-byes to each other. We did not know what was going to happen when we
would walk head-on into the Army.
Thousands of people and media had rushed to Kanehsatake. The whole finale was
being televised live.
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We tried to walk out of Concentration Camp TC to freedom. We crossed over the
stretchers that had been placed over the razor wire. Immediately soldiers and cops
grabbed us and began to kick, punch and beat us with their fists, guns and stabbed
one child with a bayonet. In the end we were all captured.
The colonists maintained their false position that the Indigenous defenders were
criminals and terrorists who threatened the public security of all. The colonists
quickly brought us to trial on criminal charges. We were all acquitted except for
Lasagna who was found guilty of breaking into a non-native home in Kanehsatake.
We had transcended the colonial boundaries set up by Quebec, Canada and the
U.S. under a European nation-state model on our territory.
Next year it will be 20 years since this attack. The 33 minute film - O Kanada:
Behind the lines in Oka - is available on YouTube. It was made by Albert Nurenberg,
a reporter who sneaked through the army lines with a camcorder and taped the event
from inside:
OKANADA: Behind the lines in OKA
http://video.google.ca/videosearch?q=okanada&hl=en&client=firefoxa&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&hs=edd&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=N&tab=wv#
For the coming year MNN will publish other stories on this siege leading up to the
20th anniversary.
Kahentinetha MNN Mohawk Nation News www.mohawknationnews.com
kahentinetha2@yahoo.com katenies20@yahoo.com Note: At this time your
financial help is urgently needed and appreciated. Please send your donations to
PayPal at www.mohawknationnews.com , or by check or money order to “MNN
Mohawk Nation News”, Box 991, Kahnawake [Quebec, Canada] J0L 1B0. Nia:wen,
thank you very much. Go to MNN “World” category for more stories on this; New
MNN Books Available now! Purchase t-shirts, mugs and more at our CafePressStore
http://www.cafepress.com/mohawknews ; Mohawk Warriors Three $20 including
postage.

BEEN THERE! DONE THAT!
MNN. April 25, 2009. The Federal Emergency Management Agency FEMA has
established facilities that look very much like concentration camps across the U.S.
[YouTube: FEMA Concentration Camps in USA]. In Georgia half a million plastic
coffins were discovered in a fenced area near an airport. [www.infowars.com]. We
speculate that similar camps are being set up in other parts of the world. They are
being called “shelters”. This could be part of an old tactic that was used to wipe out
over 100 million Indigenous people of the Western Hemisphere.
Our People were murdered, diseased, our food was destroyed and we had no place
to live. After 99% of us died off, forts, missions and then reservations were set up to
house the survivors. Up to recent times we could not leave our lockups without a
pass. We were supposed to become subservient and to accept whatever was meted
out to us.
Our children were taken from us and put into residential and boarding schools to be
“educated”. Many were corrupted by perverts and pedophiles or disappeared. The
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goal was to break our tie with the natural world, each other and our love for humanity.
These are the forces that are necessary to create true democracy.
The corporatist war lords today want to own the globe and control everything on it
without resistance from anyone. Because Indigenous put nature first, someone
decided that we had to be sacrificed. Most of us are forced to live in conditions of
extreme poverty which is ignored by the world.
Remember that lockup in the New Orleans arena during Hurricane Katrina? Troops,
cops and Blackwater confiscated legal weapons of the victims and shot people.
Many were robbed and attacked. Some died due to lack of oxygen, sanitation and
chaos. Roads were blocked. They could not escape. Presently droughts,
unemployment, homelessness and a destroyed middle class could be slated for
these centers. Before martial law is declared dissenters will be rounded up first.
Afterwards the rest will be brought in and divided up into laborers and slaves. Those
not useful will be “pushed aside”. Today we are afraid of these shelters. Internet
survival sites warn us to avoid them.
A small close knit group of about 1 per cent of the population plans to put in place
and run a totalitarian dictatorship over the rest of us. Their enforcers are trained to
kill or maim people without batting an eyelash. For the last 50 years this secret
clique has been stealthily infiltrating institutions and agencies such as the
government, police, military, commerce, medical, media and now the internet.
The sickening compliant United Nations will oversee global military power. These
days hired mercenaries outnumber the soldiers, such as in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Wars are being privatized using high tech well-equipped hired guns to do most of the
fighting. The International Monetary Fund and World Bank will control the global
markets and currencies. Soon they may conjure up a reason to declare martial law.
Incarcerations and killings will be at the discretion of the corporatist war lords. How
about these new sicknesses that combine bird, pig and human viruses? The
researchers who might have combined them say they are baffled. There are
suspicions that this could be a targeted bacteria. Will the cures be available to
everyone or only to the rich or citizens of certain states? Or are the “antidotes”
meant to kill certain others? Is it meant to contain our movements? The old
biological warfare tactic has been brought out of the time capsule.
Neglecting the poor is a sign of corporate fascism. “Why should I share?” yell U.S.
citizens. This is becoming an accepted form of conduct. Self-centered and
dishonest people want to eliminate those they decide are the refuse of society.
Henry Kissinger, an advisor to President Obama, calls them “useless eaters”. [
www.population-security.org ]. Henry, your ancestors were almost wiped out by a
man [Adolph Hitler] who was preaching exactly what you are saying. Remember,
those who seek power think they can work with these kinds of war mongers and
remain safe. In the end, these fascists have been known to turn on their stooges and
push them into the very cells and ovens they created together.

We Indigenous have the trump card! The Rotino’shonni:onwe, Iroquois Confederacy,
developed the Kaianereh’ko:wa, the Great Law of Peace, a true democracy, on
Onowaregeh, Great Turtle Island. It was based on real equality, sharing and
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everyone having a voice. The whole world must equally benefit from the fruits of the
earth.
Atotarho, the chairman of the Iroquois Confederacy, has no power. The power is in
the people. The leaders must listen to the people. Equality is between the strong
and the small, the rich and poor. Larger nations cannot usurp power from smaller
nations. Little nations have more voice than the larger.
A private brotherhood of corporatists are going throughout the world to “acquire”
everybody else’s resources and rights and to set up controls. The U.S. and the
monstrous UN bastardized our ideas. The few demagogues twisted concepts that
are good for humanity so they could enslave the many. The U.S. president has now
federalized and centralized power. The Senate is supporting it and Congress has no
say. The people have no voice.
We Indigenous have the moral authority over Great Turtle Island and the world. The
Great Law is meant to bring harmony to the world. The U.S. and UN were supposed
to spread the Great Law. Instead they have become victims of tyrants where
everything is geared towards a military solution. The corporatists may have usurped
the political and economic power over our territories. According to natural law, we
Indigenous Peoples have the moral authority. We are warning the world that at this
time Reason must prevail.
Kahentinetha & Karakwine MNN Mohawk Nation News
www.mohawknationnews.com kahentinetha2@yahoo.com katenies20@yahoo.com
Note: At this time your financial help is urgently needed and appreciated. Please
send your donations to PayPal at www.mohawknationnews.com , or by check or
money order to “MNN Mohawk Nation News”, Box 991, Kahnawake [Quebec,
Canada] J0L 1B0. Nia:wen thank you very much. Go to MNN “General” category for
more stories on this; New MNN Books Available now! Purchase t-shirts, mugs and
more at our CafePressStore http://www.cafepress.com/mohawknews ; Subscribe to
MNN for breaking news updates
http://.mohawknationnews.com/news/subscription.php ; Sign Women Title Holders
petition! http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/Iroquois
Gayanerekowa, the Constitution of the Iroquois Confederacy, MNN: NORTH
AMERICAN INDIGENOUS HOLOCAUST: Charles Mann: 1491; Ward Churchill: A
Little Matter of Genocide; Ronald Wright: Stolen Continents.
Kissinger helped write US Policy, “The National Security Study Memorandum 200,
Implications of Worldwide Population Growth for US Security and Overseas
Interests”, Dec. 10, 1974 [NSSM200]. www.population-security.org UN adopted
“World Population Plan of Action”, 1974. Obama’s National Security Advisor, James
L. Jones, said, “I take my daily orders from Dr. Kissinger…”. www.infowars.com/nscadvisor-jones-i-take-my-daily-orders-from-dr-kissinger

TOP BEASTS COME OUT OF LAIR TO PUSH CYBERSECURITY ACT 2009 – Full
Court Press time!
MNN. Apr. 18, 2009. The Europeans and their U.S. cohorts want to set up a
European style overly inbred ruling aristocracy on Great Turtle Island. This will never
happen. It doesn’t fit into our natural mind set or that of the average person.
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What’s happening? When a basketball team wants to win a game, a full defense is
put into play. The opposing team puts full pressure on every opposing player in manto-man play. They intimidate, shadow, block and keep their opponent preoccupied
so they can’t pass the ball. It is tiring and aggressive, meant to get control, confuse,
to get the ball and then try to score.
The colonists’ think tanks have decided to use a full court press tactic to put pressure
on the Kanion’ke:haka, Mohawk. They concluded in effect that, “They’re in our way.
They have laws and rights. They won’t give up anything. Let’s [illegally] legislate
them out of existence, silence their spokespeople and tear down their economy. We
can’t let them stir up the blood covenants between them which are sealed by burning
tobacco. Let’s get rid of the tobacco. We can’t let their smoke signals permeate
Great Turtle Island or the rest of the world”.
The public sees these strange attacks on us. Like us, they want to live in a
democracy where everyone is equal and has a voice. The corporatists try to reduce
people and other living organisms to the deadness of the dollar. Genuine people do
not want to live in a totalitarian system where corporatists try to take over the internet,
our lives, our economy and our future. They get high thinking they have the right to
decide whether we live or die.
The process of genocide and enslavement is not going fast enough for these thugs.
They are going after anyone they think is telling the truth to the world on the internet.
Obama was handpicked by the corporatists known as the Atlantic Conglomerate.
The corporate propaganda rags are falling like dominoes.
Inventing unsubstantiated fear, Obama is trying to pass a cybersecurity bill to,
“protect our critical infra structure at all costs, from our water to our electricity, banks,
traffic, electronic health records, the list goes on”. It’s a dictatorship to protect
commerce and control people. The president declares the emergency. Privacy laws
will be violated so they can get all our information without cause or warrants. The
White House is appointing a Cyber Czar to put their fingers over our eyes to create
ignorant masses. It will be run mostly by “Fusion Centers” made up of military, FBI
and CIA. Anybody who criticizes the government is called a right wing extremist. Our
only source of information will be their corporate media. The YouTube has already
been censored.
Why the hurry? The Iraq veterans are returning, asking questions and need jobs.
For the “Order out of chaos” program, chaos is needed to bring in their “order”.
Bills 773 and 778 were introduced by Senator John D. Rockefeller IV. The
Rockefellers made their first fortune through Standard Oil of New Jersey by stealing
our natural resources. Then they set up the Chase Manhattan Bank. A
conglomerate of all banks in the world was formed to create money out of thin air. In
collusion with the European bankers, the private Federal Reserve System was set up
to print money. With nothing to back it up, the debt system is collapsing on itself.
Property values are falling to almost nothing. The money barons are buying up all
the real estate. When the recession is over, they hope to become the great slum
landlords.
The great natural power made us Indigenous of Great Turtle Island of one blood and
of the same soil. Only different tongues constitute different nations with different
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hunting grounds and territories. Each nation has its own Council Fires, which have
never been quenched. We agreed to govern our affairs by the Great Peace.
We Rotinoshonnionwe, Iroquois, have the duty to be ever on the alert to dangers in
the eastern half of Great Turtle Island. We stood strong during the original onslaught
of the Europeans that was promoted by their brutal feudal slave masters. We remain
vigilant today as we climb to the top of the buildings and bridges built with help of our
men. They look over the horizon for any dangers that are coming. We have the duty
to call all our people together beneath the Tree of the Great Peace and say: “A
calamity threatens your happiness”. The people shall convene and discuss the
impending evil.
We must spread the Great Peace by using reason. Should any try to destroy the
Great Peace, we will be forced to call them the enemies of the people and of the
Great Peace. The Ahserakowa and his men shall warn them that they must live
according to the Great Peace or leave.
The Mohawks were the first to accept the Great Law. We helped the founder,
Deganawida, gather the other nations together. The invaders had to stop the spread
of the Great Law of Peace in order to take over Great Turtle Island. They were
unsuccessful. We settled in strategic areas of our territory, throughout the north and
south of the St. Lawrence and Great Lakes waterways and along the eastern
seaboard. We were some of the first negotiators to face the invaders. We told them
this territory is ours and cannot ever be given up. Many campaigns were launched
to annihilate us. We continue to be the caretakers of Great Turtle Island.
Haudenosaunee territory is one of the biggest power bases in the world. Wall Street
is the world financial center, the Pentagon is the military center, West Point on the
Hudson River trains war mongers and the UN is the international department of
Indian Affairs. The UN is in a Rockefeller owned building and their bank handles
their account. The “liberal eastern establishment” and their designated world leaders
go to ivy league universities like Harvard, Yale and Princeton. Their secret
organizations like the “skull and bones” pledge to rule the world.
The Kanionkehaka, Mohawks, continue to be the “keepers of the eastern door”. We
are “the people of the flint” because we have a flint-like resistance. We have the duty
to go to the top of the Tree of Peace and yell out to the world that there is danger
coming to the entire earth perpetrated by colonial institutions located on our territory.
We built bridges and tall buildings as a barrier to those wanting to take over Great
Turtle Island. The guns of the multi national banksters are aimed at us. They will
never destroy us. They will never drive us from taking care of Great Turtle Island.
This is the reason for our existence.
Kahentinetha & Karakwine, MNN Mohawk Nation News
www.mohawknationnews.com kahentinetha2@yahoo.com katenies20@yahoo.com
Note: At this time your financial help is urgently needed and appreciated for the
lawsuit against the Canadian government for assault of Indigenous women at the
Cornwall border. Please send your donations to PayPal at
www.mohawknationnews.com , or by check or money order to “MNN Mohawk Nation
News”, Box 991, Kahnawake [Quebec, Canada] J0L 1B0. Nia:wen thank you very
much. Go to MNN “General” category for more stories on this; New MNN Books
Available now! Purchase t-shirts, mugs and more at our CafePressStore
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http://www.cafepress.com/mohawknews ; Subscribe to MNN for breaking news
updates http://.mohawknationnews.com/news/subscription.php ; Sign Women Title
Holders petition! http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/Iroquois Joan “Wombster”
Holmes and Associates research@joanholmes.ca
Gayanerekowa, the Constitution of the Iroquois Confederacy, MNN;
http://cdt.org/security/cypersec4.pdg , Senate bills 773 and 778. Senator John D.
Rockefeller IV DWV.

OBAMA SAID, “THE LINES OF TRIBE SHALL SOON DISSOLVE”. A
DECLARATION OF WAR?
MNN. Apr. 15, 2009. Rahnatakias, “the village destroyer”, as the U.S. Presidency is
called, in his inaugural speech said, “the lines of tribe shall SOON dissolve”. He is
referring to the extensive covenants between indigenous nations on Great Turtle
Island . The bankster thugs want to get the rightful custodians out of their way.
Our powerful ancient covenants make us of one blood and inseparable. Each party
has to look out for the interests of the others. These are enduring compacts between
friends, family and nation. We symbolically intermingle our blood witnessed by
Kasatstensera kowa sa oiera, the great natural power. The tie cannot be dissolved.
The original plan was to unite all indigenous nations. Over 200 nations joined this
covenant.
Obama, an African, understands covenant relationships between ‘tribes’. He is going
to try to shatter the ties that bind our people on Great Turtle Island. Nobody has
been able to do that for 400 years. Several approaches are being used. One is the
PBS series of five so-called history films called “We shall remain” that started on April
12, 2009 [www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/weshallremain/]. We are portrayed as losers.
To advertise the series the symbol of defeat is a falling tipi with the stars and stripes
flag falling over it. Another strategy is to wipe out Indigenous people altogether to be
replaced by surrogate “Indians” who will work more closely to help the foreign
invaders fulfill their goals.
Obama is also using gangster style extortion from tobacco farmers to stop us from
trading and sustaining our families and communities. According to his new law, he
wants his cut first. Most of these covenants were made with the exchange and
burning of tobacco, which were signaled to all parts of Great Turtle Island. The
colonists desecrated the use of tobacco by turning it into a habit-forming commercial
product.
In the “It’s No Use” series, the Wampanoags, are the “people of the first light”.
Massassoit knew when he made agreements with the invaders that he represented
the interests of all Indigenous. In film two Tecumseh tries to invoke the covenant
relationships with other nations to defend Great Turtle Island. The third is about the
Trail of Tears. The fourth is about the great Apache Warrior, Geronimo, who was
caught by the U.S. army when his family was held hostage. Wounded Knee is about
the American Indian Movement’s stand at Wounded Knee. They are all downers!
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The son of Massassoit organized resistance and started to attack the villages of the
foreigners. They say the Mohawk showed up as friends of the British and attacked
the Narragansetts. We are allies, not puppets of the colonists. At the time the
confederacy controlled all the waterways. The Mohawks were the brokers. The
Europeans could not profit as before. We are portrayed as double crossers of our
own people. These deceptive messages are sponsored by multinational corporations
like George S. & Delores Eccles Foundation, gseg@gseccles.org ; Lawrence & Janet
T. Dee Foundation www.kued.org ; Utah State Office of Education www.Utah.edu ;
and WGBH www.wgbh.org 801-581-7777.
The dishonest message is that we have nothing left and that foreigners defeated us
despite our covenants. While foreigners were making covenants with us they were
planning to kill us off. There is a curse upon those who break such solemn promises.
Foreigners appointed submissive members of our people to sign illegal agreements
with them. We never and cannot ever surrender our territories. Now colonists are
creating surrogates into covenant people who will be docile domesticated Indians.
No one can create us except an Indigenous woman.
The foreigners killed off 115 million of us in the biggest holocaust in all humanity.
Now they’ve come up with a new trick. Obama and his backers want to create
surrogate Indigenous people who resemble Iroquois, Algonquin, Lakota, Navajo and
so on. They may look like us, learn to act like us but they can never think like us.
It’s about going red to get the greenbacks! Canada created Algonquins by signing up
non-natives in a program headed by [Mother] Joan Holmes and the Department of
Indian Affairs. These “No’gonquins” are set up to fraudulently sign away vast areas
of Haudenosaunee, Iroquois, territory. Their backers and lobbyists promise these
“No’hawks” casinos and a few dollars.
In another swindle the Congress of Aboriginal People CAP Patrick Brazeau is signing
up enough settlers to become “Metis” to outnumber the real Indigenous. Some
native people are being roped into this confidence game. In a recent Kanehsatake
Mohawk election, Mother Joan signed up hundreds of secret non-Indians who voted
by proxy to put in the colonial nominee as chief. Prime Minister Stephen Harper
appointed Brazeau to “sleep it off” in the Senate as a reward for setting up this CAP
scam.
Everything comes down to bloodlines. When Hitler was going to kill off the Jews, he
listed those with as little as one/thirty-second Jewish blood for annihilation. Then the
Kazars of Eastern Europe who were Zionists helped set up the state of Israel in the
Middle East.
According to the Great Law of Peace the lineal descent of the people shall run in the
female line. The clan mothers are the keepers of the authorized names [not the
colonial governmental entities] and holders of the land.
The soil of the earth from one end to the other is that of the people who inhabit it
since time immemorial. We Ongwehonwe are the caretakers of the soil. As Louis
Karonhiaktajeh Hall said, “The so-called “conquest of America” is a bare-faced
robbery of Indigenous territory”. No race of foreign people has a right to invade and
kill other races. They cannot try to control, interfere with or injure the people or
disregard the Great Peace.
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They have not broken our spirit. In the beginning the Europeans joined us. Those
who came across the great salt water could never become Indigenous. They could
remain on their ship with their ways.
Obama passed a law unto himself that before tobacco is shipped from the plantations
in the Carolinas to Indigenous communities, he must be paid up front. It’s like the
1940s and 1950s when everyone was on the take. Businesses had to pay protection
money to keep off strong arm enforcers. If they did not, their premises could get
damaged or they or their relatives might get hurt or even killed. During prohibition
everyone had to grease their palms. Then the people had enough and rebelled.
Capitalism is falsely called a “free market” system. Actually it is a monopoly of big
business and government with control from England. Big Tobacco has to pay billions
in fines to Canada for their former smuggling operations. None went to jail. They
want no competition from us. Yes, the reptiles are slithering in the grass!
Kahentinetha & Karakwine, MNN Mohawk Nation News
www.mohawknationnews.com kahentinetha2@yahoo.com katenies20@yahoo.com
Note: At this time your financial help is urgently needed and appreciated for the
lawsuit against the Canadian government for assault of Indigenous women at the
Cornwall border. Please send your donations to PayPal at
www.mohawknationnews.com, or by check or money order to “MNN Mohawk Nation
News”, Box 991, Kahnawake [Quebec, Canada] J0L 1B0. Nia:wen thank you very
much. Go to MNN “General” category for more stories on this; New MNN Books
Available now! Purchase t-shirts, mugs and more at our CafePressStore
http://www.cafepress.com/mohawknews ; Subscribe to MNN for breaking news
updates http://.mohawknationnews.com/news/subscription.php ; Sign Women Title
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Associates research@joanholmes.ca
GLUTTONOUS SNOUTS IN THE TROUGH AND SLITHERING REPTILES: Prime
Min. Stephen “Who’s-got-a-hernia-from-juggling-too-many-balls” Harper pm@pm.ca ;
BIG TOBACCO MONOPOLY: RJ. Reynolds America www.rjrt.com , Salem NC;
Rothman UK Holding Ltd. www.fundinguniverse.com 15 Hill St., London W1X 7FB
071-491-4366; Imperial Tobacco Group PLC www.imperial-tobacco.com P.O. Box
244, Upton Rd., Bristol BS99 7UJ +44-0-177-963-6636; See Rothmans UK Holdings
Limited London (071) 491-4366 Fax (071) 493-8404; GOVERNMENT OPERATIVES
AND DOUCHE BAGS: Center for Public Integrity www.publicintegrity.org ; William
“Imodium” Marsden wmarsden@thegazette.canwest.com ; Philip “Ka-ka” Authier
kdougherty@thegazette.canwest.com ; Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public
Health www.jhsph.edu ; Carnegie Foundation www.carnegie.org ; Ford Foundation
www.fordfound.org ; JHET Foundation www.jehtfoundation.org ; John D. & Catharine
T. MacArthur Foundation www.found.org ; Park Foundation info@parkfoundation.org
; Rockefeller Foundation www.rockfound.org ; PIERS info@piers.com .

LIKE TAMIL TIGERS, IROQUOIS EXISTENCE THREATENED – COLONIAL
POWERS TRYING TO EXERCISE SURROGATE AUTHORITY OVER ARCTIC
MNN. Apr. 11, 2009. The self-obscured power brokers of the world have
designated certain people for extinction. Their skills are being honed for use on other
targets. The Tamil Tigers were brought from India to Sri Lanka by the British to be
slave labor on their plantations. In 1948 the British, Dutch and Portuguese colonist
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were kicked out. The majority Sinhalese passed anti-Tamil laws. The U.S.,
supported by the United Nations, declared the Tamils as a “terrorist organization”.
No one in the world is allowed to help them with food, medical aid, housing, funds
and any human rights they are entitled to according to international law. Supporters
can be criminalized. Their money and assets can be confiscated. The Tamils have
been bombed and murdered. Approximately 64,000 have been killed and 1 million
displaced as of May 2006. If they are not killed off, they will be starved to death.
http://www.bbc.co.uk
The Mohawk Rotiskenekete have been listed as “insurgents” in the training manual of
the Canada Department of Defense [2007]. The Mohawk Warriors are listed as “a
terrorist threat to the U.S.” [ www.globalsecurity.org ]. We are being propagandized
in the media day after day as dangerous criminals by the misnamed “Center for
Public Integrity” of Washington DC. Soon anyone associated with us may be
targeted, charged and have their assets seized.
We are targeted because the true authority on Great Turtle Island is the inherent
system of the Indigenous peoples. To exercise true power, foreigners must eliminate
the legitimate authority. Otherwise, they can never put their roots into our land and
legally take our possessions. In 1995 international scientists of the U.S. Human
Genome Organization HUGO stealthily collected DNA from over 700 Indigenous
groups all over the world [ www.nativeweb.org/pages/legal/gene ]. The power
gangsters had to know who are the true Indigenous authorities over various areas of
the world that they covet. We have been categorized and now we are being isolated
for genocide.
Our trade and commerce are being destroyed. Our youth are being targeted,
arrested, jailed and given criminal records and huge fines with no hope of ever
paying them in two lifetimes. Toxic waste is being dropped near our communities.
We are being forced to live in 3rd world conditions to cut down our birthrate and
longevity. Our children are being “disappeared”.
In June 2008 the subversive Bilderberg group met in Ottawa. The attendees
slithered into town. It included 130 European royalty, national leaders, banksters,
political, military and economic power brokers and heads of multi national
corporations. Hilary Clinton and Barack Obama slinked in through the garage door. [
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/RTGAM.20060608.wbilder0608/BNSto
ry/National/home ] Decisions were made. Obama became the president of the
United States. Extinction of Indigenous peoples has been expedited. It looks like the
UN has been rigged to help with this process. A new global government is in the
works, giving themselves legislative powers to supersede the sovereign nations of
the world. Obama warned us in his inaugural speech that, “..the lines of tribes shall
be dissolved”. His plans are very clear to us!
They will never get rid of us. We Rotinoshonnionwe are deemed dangerous to them
because we constantly raise the indigenous sovereignty issue. They can’t legally
murder us outright like they did in the past. We are being systematically demonized
by international propagandists to set us up for the kill. Laws are passed to make it
look legal to throw us in jail, torture us, kill us, starve us, attack us and do whatever is
necessary to take us out. Hard as they’ve tried, they couldn’t kill us all off. We are
the legitimate people of the land! There is a protection over us. We keep resisting
their laws. They are foreigners who have no right to make laws here.
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Russia is trying to illegally claim northern Great Turtle Island by exercising false
surrogate powers. They want the oil, resources and the new shipping channels.
They say this is not part of the colony of Canada. They have been flying MIGs and
sending ships to the Arctic to intimidate Canada. In fact, only the Inuit are the
legitimate sovereigns of this territory. Colonial powers such as Canada, Russia, U.S.
and Denmark cannot claim it even though they are fighting over our land amongst
themselves.
Canada knows the power of our authority. Canada is squatting on our land. Prime
Minister Harper erroneously claims that the Russians are violating “Canadian
sovereignty”. They know they have to display the Inuit as the Indigenous people of
the area by parading them around as the legal occupants. Harper claims, “The Inuit
are Canadian citizens who have lived there for thousands of years!!!” How’s that?
The colony of Canada was formed in 1867!! Canada fears asking the U.S. for help
as they think they would just take it over. At the same time, Canada has slated those
of us who are in the way of their greed to be extinguished.
In 1954 Canada and U.S. built the Distant Early Warning [DEW] radar stations in the
far north to detect Soviet attacks. It became the NORAD air defense.
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distant_Early_Warning_Line]. To maintain the presence
of the Inuit in the area, Canada created subsidized communities so they will stay
there. The Inuit could not live there because of the destruction of the land, flora,
fauna and animals. Many Inuit perished.
Harper is presently inviting his international cohorts to invest in our unsurrendered
territories and resources. He is putting up our possessions as collateral to raise
money from the ignorant global public. This corruption is a massive fraud.
Indigenous people worldwide are resisting this genocidal usurpation that has been
going on for centuries. So that it will no longer be theft, politicians and business
people must now legally and fairly recognize they have no choice but to deal with
Indigenous people everywhere in the world. We must be respected, not terminated.
We are being demonized to cut us off from any economic means of survival. They
are trying to destroy any defense we might have from the scourge of those colonists
whose greed knows no bounds. Over ten articles denouncing us have been
published in the local rag known as the Montreal Gazette, instigated by the Center for
Public Integrity. We hear the Gazette is going out of business soon. Yeah!! The
Center serves Big Tobacco, which is headquartered in London England, who don’t
want any competition from Indigenous people. The Center pretends to be against
smoking while it attacks us. It is supported by foundations such as Carnegie, Ford,
JEHT, John D. and Catharine T. MacArthur, Park, Rockefeller and PIERS .
We will always exercise our right to remain as the caretakers of Great Turtle Island
and for the right to survive. Our responsibilities cannot be ignored. Putting us on the
“hit list” will not stop us from carrying out our duties.
Moreover, we are considered threatening because we developed the true democracy
where everyone is equal and has a voice [Kaianereh’ko:wa, Great Law of Peace].
This gets in the way of those dictators who are setting up global totalitarianism. Are
these fascists trying to kill off the originators of true freedom, democracy,
environmentalism and human rights? There is no doubt they will be foiled again!
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Kahentinetha & Karakwine, MNN Mohawk Nation News
www.mohawknationnews.com kahentinetha2@yahoo.com katenies20@yahoo.com
Note: At this time your financial help is urgently needed and appreciated for the
lawsuit against the Canadian government for assault of Indigenous women at the
Cornwall border. Please send your donations to PayPal at
www.mohawknationnews.com , or by check or money order to “MNN Mohawk Nation
News”, Box 991, Kahnawake [Quebec, Canada] J0L 1B0. Nia:wen thank you very
much. Go to MNN “General” category for more stories on this; New MNN Books
Available now! Purchase t-shirts, mugs and more at our CafePressStore
http://www.cafepress.com/mohawknews ; Subscribe to MNN for breaking news
updates http://.mohawknationnews.com/news/subscription.php ; Sign Women Title
Holders petition! http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/Iroquois
GLUTTONOUS SNOUTS IN THE TROUGH WHOSE GREED KNOWS NO
BOUNDS: Prime Min. Stephen “Who’s-got-a-hernia-from-juggling-too-many-balls”
Harper pm@pm.ca ; BIG TOBACCO MONOPOLY: RJ. Reynolds America
www.rjrt.com , Salem NC; Rothman UK Holding Ltd. www.fundinguniverse.com 15
Hill St., London W1X 7FB 071-491-4366; Imperial Tobacco Group PLC
www.imperial-tobacco.com P.O. Box 244, Upton Rd., Bristol BS99 7UJ +44-0-177963-6636; See Rothmans UK Holdings Limited London (071) 491-4366 Fax (071)
493-8404; JOSEPH GOEBBELS SCHOOL OF DIARRHEA JOURNALISM: Center
for Public Integrity www.publicintegrity.org ; William “Imodium” Marsden
wmarsden@thegazette.canwest.com ; Philip “Ka-ka” Authier
kdougherty@thegazette.canwest.com ; Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public
Health www.jhsph.edu ; Carnegie Foundation www.carnegie.org ; Ford Foundation
www.fordfound.org ; JHET Foundation www.jehtfoundation.org ; John D. & Catharine
T. MacArthur Foundation www.found.org ; Park Foundation info@parkfoundation.org
; Rockefeller Foundation rockfound.org; PIERS info@piers.com .
Note: Mohawk School of Upper Cut Journalism still looking for suitable candidates
with integrity.

“OPERATIVE” JOURNALISTS TRYING TO SET U P INDIGENOUS PEOPLE FOR
ATTACK?
MNN. April 1, 2009. The colonies of U.S. and Canada know we, the
Rotinoshonnionwe, have a birthright to conduct trade and commerce on our
homeland, Onowaregeh, Great Turtle Island. State and Federal authorities cannot
legally stop us except by coercion, breaking laws, criminalizing and threatening us.
We are peaceful, law abiding and take care of our families and communities. The
misnomer Center for Public Integrity out of Washington DC has been putting out
propaganda to produce racial hatred against us.

“Serial warfare” uses the media to set up the target for the attack. “Investigative
journalists” seek the truth. “Operative journalists” use deceit, misinformation,
destruction, psychological attacks and exaggeration on their “mark”. They create
suspicion and biases against us by falsely connecting us to “guns”, “contraband”,
“drugs”, “organized crime”, “smuggling” and “global terrorism”, to set the stage for an
attack by U.S. and Canadian occupational forces, both military and corporate.
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We are being criminalized by the foreigners for something that is not a crime. We
have a right to trade and commerce. Tobacco is our product which we create on our
homeland.

No violence is associated with any of our legitimate businesses. The only violence is
that perpetrated on us by foreign cops and outside interests. No one supports those
few business people who may be involved in drugs, similar to the U.S. government
that was trading drugs for guns in the Iran-Contra affair, or the CIA releasing drugs in
East LA [GaryWebb: Dark Alliance]. The colonists constantly criminalize almost
anything we do that would make us independent. We have tried to play by the rules.
The government raised the taxes and demands so high to try to control us that we
could not sustain our businesses.

If most U.S. and Canadian businesses were criminalized or taxed too high to be
viable, they may be forced to break their own laws to survive. The state has been
trying to determine that the Mohawk People are “insurgents” to remove any human
rights protections we have according to international law.

We would never carry out criminal economic enterprises like Bernie Madoff, AIG,
Wall Street bankers and all the other corrupt scrum bags who have created the
worldwide melt down. These are the kinds of interests that are coming after us.

The “operative media” plays a major role. Mainstream papers are losing circulation,
influence and advertising. Many like the Montreal Gazette have become cheap
sensation seeking rags. They divert the public from their own dire situations by
ganging up on the “Indians”, a target they think can’t defend themselves.

The Center for Public Integrity is a propagandist of racial hatred which is a precursor
to genocide. They criminalize and slander us for whoever hired them to set us up for
the kill. This group of media whores may be lobbying for Big Tobacco and the
foundations that fund them. They are "generously" funded by the Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public Health. NYC Mayor and billionaire, Michael Bloomberg,
constantly condemns "Indians" and tobacco and hires journalistic “hit men” to
assassinate both. Other donators are the Carnegie Corporation of New York, Ford
Foundation, JEHT Foundation, John D. and Catharine T. MacArthur Foundation,
Park Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation and PIERS Port Import Export Reporting
Services.

Their propaganda does not mention that the police forces are involved in stealing our
products and money such as the Ontario Provincial Police, Surete du Quebec,
RCMP, NYS Troopers, U.S. and Canada Customs Border Patrol, Cornwall, Montreal
and other city cops. They hijack our products and then sell them to their own
customers. This is known as the silent “blue market”. Many of our people don’t get
a summons to go to court to reclaim our possessions. We sometimes find our
vehicles in the parking lots of various donut shops.
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Big Tobacco companies such as Rothman’s, Imperial and RJ Reynolds are
headquartered in Britain. They don’t want any competition or for Indigenous to profit
from trade in our own products. They want to be the only game in town, make the
rules for everybody and call in the military on some made up pretext.

Tobacco is legal. The fear is that the profits are being invested in our youth, families
and communities which will make us stronger. Onowaregeh, Great Turtle Island, is
the richest territory in the world. The invaders want to keep us as the poorest. If we
had a real share of our own resources, we would not have to resort to what they call
the “underground economy”. We are not afraid to work in the light of day because we
aren’t criminals.

This is not about lost revenue or health care expenses in the U.S. and Canada. It’s
about loss of control over this aspect of our lives. The “extortion” they are crying over
is chump change compared to the trillions of dollars they are stealing from us.

Yes, we have organized crime in our communities called “Indian Affairs” and other
colonial agencies. Non-native business people and the colonial state, with the help
of their “Indian” mules, use the protection of the colonial Indian Act and Federal
Indian law “band” and “tribal” recognition to make money. They help build casinos
and other developments on our lands from which we do not benefit or control. The
“kingpins” are all on the outside. We’re left with trying to clean up their mess! [MNN
“Canada & Big Tobacco..” 2/6/09].

Big Tobacco and their global cohorts want everybody in the world to be under their
thumb or otherwise eliminated. They are trying to corner us and cut us off from any
means to survive. The streets of Kahnawake, Akwesasne, Kanehsatake,
Cattaraugus and Tuscarora are safer than any street in Montreal, New York, Buffalo
or Washington, D.C. This fear mongering hyperbole by the journalistic “guns for hire”
of the multinationals and their colonial agents means we better get ready to defend
ourselves. A big attack by the combined forces of the U.S. and Canada may be
coming our way soon!

MNN Staff, Mohawk Nation News & Native Pride www.mohawknationnews.com
www.letstalknativepride.blogspot.com katenies20@yahoo.com
kahentinetha2@yahoo.com Note: At this time your financial help is urgently needed
and appreciated for the lawsuit against the Canadian government for assault of
Indigenous women at the Cornwall border. Please send your donations to PayPal at
www.mohawknationnews.com, or by check or money order to “MNN Mohawk Nation
News”, Box 991, Kahnawake [Quebec, Canada] J0L 1B0. Nia:wen thank you very
much. Go to MNN “General” category for more stories on this; New MNN Books
Available now! Purchase t-shirts, mugs and more at our CafePressStore
http://www.cafepress.com/mohawknews ; Subscribe to MNN for breaking news
updates http://.mohawknationnews.com/news/subscription.php ; Sign Women Title
Holders petition! http://www.ipetitions.com/petition/Iroquois
GLUTTONOUS SNOUTS IN THE TROUGH WHOSE GREED KNOWS NO
BOUNDS: Prime Min. Stephen Harper pm@pm.ca ; RJ. Reynolds America
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www.rjrt.com , Salem NC; Rothman UK Holding Ltd. www.fundinguniverse.com 15
Hill St., London W1X 7FB 071-491-4366; Imperial Tobacco Group PLC
www.imperial-tobacco.com P.O. Box 244, Upton Rd., Bristol BS99 7UJ +44-0-177963-6636; See Rothmans UK Holdings Limited London (071) 491-4366 Fax (071)
493-8404; JOSEPH GOEBBELS SCHOOL OF DIARRHEA JOURNALISM: Center
for Public Integrity www.publicintegrity.org ; William “Who-needs-a-carton-ofImmodium-to-cure-his-diarrhea-of-the-mouth” Marsden
wmarsden@thegazette.canwest.com ; Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public
Health www.jhsph.edu ; Carnegie Foundation www.carnegie.org ; Ford Foundation
www.fordfound.org ; JHET Foundation www.jehtfoundation.org ; John D. & Catharine
T. MacArthur Foundation www.found.org ; Park Foundation info@parkfoundation.org
; Rockefeller Foundation www.rockfound.org ; PIERS info@piers.com .
Note: Upper Cut School of Journalism looking for suitable candidates with integrity.
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